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Faculty Survey results 
 
Reminder will go out on Monday morning; add something stronger to indicate the importance of 
obtaining every faculty’s input. 
 
Alice has completed an analysis of the most frequently used questions: 

 Input of Hae’s open-ended questions and was able to gather frequency of use by department 

 Transferred into Word document for ease of determining frequency 

 A lot of departments use the general Manoa questions 
Alice will send docs to Debbie (Excel and Word) and send via Google Docs to send to committee. 
 
Questions: 

- Common ones, Manoa ones, peer and benchmark ones 
“Student Questions”: 
- Gender should be included – should be back end (delete?) 
- Current GPA – should be back end 
- Class level – should be back end question for Hae (is question necessary?) 
- Reason for taking the class – found very relevant 
- Ask Hae if the data can be downloaded into an Excel worksheet with individual student response 
- Ask Hae if data can be compared with other semesters and choose a particular timeline 
- Ask Hae if data can be selective that are available to the faculty?  For example, the gender 

question, can that info be withheld, but info used on system level only?  Can bias be identified? 
- Ask Hae if gender data can be populated from another database instead of keep having to ask 

the same question for each course? 
“All other questions” 
 
Where do we go from here?  Institutional questions; we should have no more than 10 total 
questions. 
- Specialized questions can be left to the departments 
- Remove “Student Learning” category, but keep some of the questions 
- How can we narrow down the questions? 
- Have diversity 
- Have a feedback questions 
- Have course objectives questions 

 
 
There will be no meeting next Thursday due to calendar conflict. 
 
 
Debbie to get feedback from students: what do they want in evaluations? 
 


